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The Road Safety Authority (RSA) and An Garda Síochána are urging drivers to put their mobile phones away when driving as new research shows that 1 in 10 motorists admit to regularly texting while ...
'Put the phone away': Shocking number of drivers admit to regularly texting while driving
A vulnerability in the AirDrop file sharing feature can result in the discovery of a user's phone number and email address. Part of the problem is that Apple's hashing of the personal data can be ...
Here's how Apple iPhone users can stop AirDrop from leaking personal data to hackers
SIMSIM (Subscriber Identity Module) is a small card that contains mobile network subscriber's account information. This allows the phone using the card to attach to a mobile network. The SIM card is ...
Realme Q3 Pro 5G
a Bluetooth LE chip, an accelerometer, an NFC chip, and a built-in speaker that emits sounds. They can be attacked to keychains, placed in wallets, and on other objects so the user can find lost ...
Here’s how AirTag works with Android
Time-Life executives regularly travelled to the house for design meetings and there are parallels between this expansive family home and those trailblazing office interiors: floor-to-ceiling windows, ...
Object and Thing: an art fair in a jewel of modernist design
Apple today officially unveiled AirTag, its location tracking beacons that can help Apple device owners find lost items through Apple’s “Find My” application. The AirTags themselves are small, rounded ...
Apple officially unveils its lost item finder, AirTag
Apple AirTag, with the ability to track your items, officially announced. The device is claimed to offer precise distance with visual, audio, and haptic feedback.
Apple launches AirTag, an iPhone accessory that lets you track your belongings
Motorola Moto E7 price in Pakistan is Rs. 20,999. You can read price, specifications, and reviews on our website.
Motorola Moto E7 - Specs
OnePlus announced the OnePlus Nord LE a.k.a. OnePlus Nord Literally Only One Edition. While that special edition OnePlus Nord isn’t available for purchase, the manufacturer has another special edition ...
OnePlus Nord Reality to Idea Collector Box Limited Edition goes on sale in Europe
Apple's AirTags look like a dream come true, but they have raised a few questions... Can you track your pet with the newly-announced AirTags? Are you safe from stalkers?
Can you use AirTags to track people and pets?
People in France are being warned to stay alert to text messages about parcel deliveries, which appear normal, but actually hide malware that can reveal your personal details and data to criminals.
Scam alert in France as malware texts target parcel deliveries
Apple is today releasing iOS 14.5 that brings with it support for unlocking compatible iPhones using an Apple Watch, new emojis, Siri improvements, redesigned Podcasts app, and much more.
iOS 14.5 out with Unlock with Apple Watch support, new privacy controls, and more
Are you in the need of a good smartphone to keey you productive? Check our list with the Top 10 Smartphones for Productivity.
Top 10 Smartphones for Productivity #2
David Nathanson remembers the moment when the frenzied and risky world of day trading took hold of him. While working at home in late January during the pandemic, his phone lit up with a text from a ...
Meet the Stock Market's New Investors
Xiaomi launched the Redmi Note 10 Pro series smartphone in India last month as the successor to last year’s Redmi Note 9 Pro series that was launched last year. The main difference between the Note 9 ...
Redmi Note 10 Pro Review: Great Value for what you pay
Khai is executive vice president at VNG, a gaming startup-turned-tech conglomerate that has become Vietnam's first unicorn. The Columbia-educated computer scientist also heads Zalo AI, the VNG ...
Vietnam's first unicorn bets on AI and overseas growth
Apple is officially launching a Tile-like item tracker that will work with the company’s software and services. Dubbed AirTag, the small circular tag will allow you to track items within Apple’s “Find ...
Apple announces $29 AirTag, a new Tile-like item tracker
The Lipstick Index, as it’s known, was a phrase coined by Leonard Lauder, chairman of the board at Estee Lauder, in the early noughties when it became clear in times of economic crisis, sales of color ...
Artificial intelligence is about to change how you buy lipstick (and other cosmetics)
Audi’s R8 sports car has endured in a way that few others have. For all of the dramatic changes that mid-engine performance coupes have been through in the past two decades, much of its core character ...
Final Lap: The Audi R8 Still Delivers Thrills
LE MARS, Iowa (KTIV ... on the road," said DeJong DeJong says it's also important to stay off your phones while driving and eliminate other distractions that could possible impair your ability ...
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